ST. LOUIS (April 23, 2018) – Donaldson Aerospace & Defense, a division of Donaldson Company, Inc. (NYSE: DCI) today announced that the Civil Aviation Administration of China has validated the H125 (formerly AS350) Inlet Barrier Filter (IBF) Supplemental Type Certificate, clearing the way for installation of IBFs on Airbus H125 helicopters in China.

Baoli Aviation is the first operator in China to install and fly with the IBFs. In addition to a range of other aircraft, Baoli operates a fleet of six H125s (B3e version), and has purchased three Donaldson IBF systems for the Airbus fleet. Two of the H125s are already flying with IBF protection, and Baoli is pleased with their performance, according to Marketing Director Ian Renyuan Wang.

The Baoli H125s fly a range of firefighting, agricultural spraying and load carrying missions in dusty and sandy environments, so quality inlet protection is essential to prevent damage to valuable engines, Wang said. “We compared IBFs and found that the Donaldson system provides the best protection,” he added. “The engine is so clean without any loss of power – all our pilots love it.”

“Donaldson is pleased to once again expand the reach of our IBF systems and bring superior engine protection to H125 operators in China,” said Dan Larsen, General Manager, Donaldson Aerospace & Defense. “We are also pleased to work with Baoli Aviation to introduce IBF protection to the country.”

About Donaldson Aerospace & Defense
Donaldson’s Aerospace & Defense business unit is a leading worldwide provider of filtration systems for the aerospace and defense industry. Its filtration solutions protect fixed-wing aircraft, rotorcraft, military ground vehicles, electronic equipment, space vehicles, missiles, military shipboard systems and amphibious vehicles. Donaldson, committed to advancing filtration technology and providing quality products and prompt customer service, assists customers from its many sales, engineering and manufacturing locations around the world. For more information, visit www.DonaldsonAerospace-Defense.com

About Donaldson Company
Founded in 1915, Donaldson Company is a global leader in the filtration industry with sales, manufacturing and distribution locations around the world. Donaldson’s innovative technologies are designed to solve complex filtration challenges and enhance customers’ equipment. For more information, visit www.Donaldson.com
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